TBF of CT monthly meeting minutes
July 21, 2011
Present were: Bio Bass, Southeast, Bass Fin-addicts,
Southern and Schagticoke,
Minutes were passed as written.
Treasurer’s Report: The youth account has $691. In
it and is owed $240.00 by J. Dingle for sunglasses he
has.
Youth Report: M. Toohey can not attend the Junior
Nationals in August. Peter Wilson will take his
place. There was discussion on how much money we
have to give the Juniors to go the Jr. Nationals. The
next tournament is on August 7th at Candlewood.
Tournament Report: Saturday’s open on
Candlewood has been changed to the River.
The last trail tournament for 2011 is coming up.
The Two Day is August 27 & 28. Larry needs to get
the application made.
Larry is not running for tournament Director for
next year. We need someone to step up to runt he
trail for 2012.
State Team: Joe Rackiewicz withdrew from the
2011 team for health reasons. This changes the
boaters and adds an alternate to the team. If we can’t
get anyone to go it will leave Amy as the only
backup we have. Cheryl K. will be helping Amy
with the cooking.
Motion to accept the minutes was made by Jeff M.,
second by Joe R. Passed.
Old Business:
A motion was made to give the Juniors $600. Each
to go to the Jr. Nationals. The motion passed. It was
noted that J. Dingle still has $240.00 worth of the
fund raising sunglasses of the Junior Club. Since his
daughter was going to the Jr. Nationals the allotment
to her was decreased by the $240.
New Business:
At our second open we did not do the State paper
work correctly for the Zebra Mussels. Our future
permits were suspended until we resolved the issue.
Fred & Larry need to write letters to DEP to explain
how we are going to correct this issue. Once DEP

gets this info they will decide if we can have permits
on Candlewood. If you clubs have Candlewood
tournaments you need to get your boaters to be
aware of the zebra mussel problem and wash their
boats and trailers before going on Candlewood from
infected waters. We are trying to keep Zebra
Mussels out of our biggest lake.

Respectfully Submitted,
Amy Perry TBF of CT Secretary
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